23. TRANSPORTATION AGENCY (CONT.)

Engineering (cont.)

23B. APPROVAL OF SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT NO. 1 TO THE CONTRACT WITH BUTCH THOMPSON ENTERPRISES, INC., FOR INTERSECTION AND THOROUGHFARE IMPROVEMENTS ON STILESBORO ROAD – PROJECT NOS. D3410/D4210 – MIS CONTRACT NO. 000228 – TRANSPORTATION (CONT.):

Budget Transfer Required:

Transfer from: 340-050-7503-D341-8741-D3410R $14,640.00
Transfer to: 340-050-7503-D341-8762-D3410C $14,640.00

VOTE: ADOPTED unanimously

23C. APPROVAL OF CHANGE ORDER NO. 1 (FINAL) TO THE 2008 COUNTYWIDE UNIT PRICE CONTRACT WITH D & H CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC. FOR THE REPLACEMENT OF A DETERIORATED METAL STORM DRAIN PIPE AND ASSOCIATED DRAINAGE STRUCTURES ON OLD CONCORD ROAD – PROJECT NO. D2190 – MIS CONTRACT NO. 000204 – TRANSPORTATION:

MOTION: Motion by Ott, second by Olens, to approve Change Order No. 1 (final) to the 2008 Countywide Unit Price Contract with D & H Construction Company, Inc., in the deductive amount of $240.00, for the replacement of a deteriorated metal storm drain pipe and associated drainage structures on Old Concord Road, Project No. D2190, MIS Contract No. 000204.

Funding: A savings to the 2005 Transportation Improvements Program Fund

Decrease GAE 340081208403:
340-050-7502-D219-8762-D2190C $240.00

VOTE: ADOPTED unanimously

Planning

23D. ADOPTION OF POLICY REGARDING THE COMPLETE STREETS CONCEPT FOR IMPROVED SAFETY AND ACCESSIBILITY TO COBB COUNTY’S TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM FOR ALL CITIZENS – TRANSPORTATION:

MOTION: Motion by Olens, second by Ott, to adopt a policy regarding the Complete Streets concept, for improved safety and accessibility to Cobb County’s transportation system for all citizens. Copy of Complete Streets Policy attached and made a part of these minutes.

VOTE: ADOPTED unanimously